Superyacht design

L’Orfèvrerie d’Anjou wine accessories
www.oa1710.com

Loire Valley company L’Orfèvrerie
d’Anjou produces a range of bespoke
wine accessories for brands such as
Taittinger, Bollinger, Moët & Chandon
and Rémy Martin. Pictured below is the
portable Sosso champagne bucket
(from £545), made in pewter with a
thin layer of coloured varnish paint in a
range of shades applied on top. Also
shown right is the SÖ High wine stand
and ice bucket (£465), made in walnut
and highly polished pewter, available in
natural wood, black or white. There are
plenty of bespoking options available,
including your yacht’s logo or a
message engraved on the products.

Athena chair
www.aiveendaly.com

based upon table
www.basedupon.com
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The metallic works of Based Upon, a design team of twin
brothers based in East London, has graced Nobu restaurants,
designer stores, One Hyde Park and some superyachts. Their
latest collection, ‘Nature the creator, man the editor’, was
inspired by the Eastern idea of working with what is natural
rather than changing it. This Fragmented Crack Coffee Table in
bronze, 150 by 150cm, takes the idea of a fracture deepening
over time. Also in the range is ‘Stillness Speaks’, pictured right,
an artwork presented in brass, bronze, graphite and aluminium
with an oak frame. This intricate portrait study recreates the
artists’ experience in the Jama Masjid mosque in Delhi.

The new Jewels collection from
London-based interior designer Aiveen
Daly is inspired by haute couture and
craftsmanship, in particular the
elegance of Lanvin, Dior and Chanel.
Each piece of furniture is made
according to the principles of high-end
fashion, featuring touches such as
hand stitching and fine embroidery
details. The Athena chair (POA),
designed as a dressing-table or dining
chair, is upholstered in ‘lipstick pink’
velvet and trimmed with Grecian-style
gold metallic braiding. The company
also produces entirely bespoke
commissions.

